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We’ll focus this segment on one person’s story, a young woman who goes by the name
“Princess.” She is eighteen years old and gave birth to a beautiful baby girl in April of this year.
Below is a picture of our cousin Sophia holding the baby (who we will not name here) shortly
after our arrival at TAGS. Princess is seated on the right.

If the body language strikes you as a bit awkward, give yourself a point for perception. Much of
it is no doubt due to the fact that the father of Princess’ baby is the father of Princess herself.
As if that were not enough, Princess’ father “passed her around” to a number of other men after
he, as the Kenyan phrase has it, defiled her. Somehow Princess managed to break free and escape
to the local police. She dared not give her real name for fear that her identity would be traced and
she would be forced to return home.
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Fortunately, that did not happen. The police called TAGS and asked if they would accept
Princess while she was pregnant. The answer was yes. She arrived at the Shelter with an
opportunity to begin life anew.
One can only imagine the emotions, shame and stigma Princess must have felt, even after she
made her way to safety. Having been reached and rescued, the focus turned to the next phases
of TAGS’ mission, rehabilitation and reintegration back into society.
As it happened, the African Family Network, a regional Christian TV and radio operation, was in
the midst of “Abuse Week” programming while we were there. They were broadcasting
personal testimonies of mistreatment in the hope that other victims would be inspired to find a
way to seek assistance. The network asked TAGS if there was anyone of legal age who was
willing to share her story. Princess volunteered.
With two other adults from TAGS, I accompanied her to the broadcast house. The station was
clearly a first rate operation, staffed and managed by skilled professionals.

Princess, at left, in studio preparing to go live on the air.
The hostess opened the interview by asking Princess to tell her story. She immediately became
emotional and asked to speak in Kiswahili instead of English, being more comfortable in that
language. The hostess said of course.
Words cannot really describe what followed so I will just say that it was intense and powerful.
Though I only know a few words of Kiswahili, I knew Princess’ story. I also knew what someone
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baring their soul and revealing their deepest hurt sounds like. It was truth telling on a primal
level. No doubt anyone paying attention in the broadcast audience knew it too. In the studio you
could hear a pin drop. Seasoned professionals sat with mouths agape. The emotional impact was
off the charts.
Princess was tearful, yet present, honest and in command. Even while the show was in progress,
supportive comments poured in on Facebook and other social media.
The broadcast concluded with an appeal to anyone in the audience who might be a victim of
abuse or who otherwise felt helpless. Don’t despair, they said. Find a way to call the police, the
national child abuse hotline or any decent human being. You too can be rescued.
When the program ended, I told Princess she was a hero. My sense was that she had never heard
this before. I tried to reinforce the message and said that telling her story to a national audience
was an act of incredible courage and strength. She offered a weak smile, but she understood.
All of us left the studio changed. The broadcasters, who had been listening to stories of abuse all
week, were visibly shaken. The rest of us were touched by the power that simple words of truth
can hold. And Princess had begun the process of shedding an unimaginable psychological
burden.
Two days later we took this picture. No longer sitting off to the side, no longer looking dazed or
confused, Princess was all in—and sporting a new haircut to boot.

Next month she will begin a course of study at the CDTD training and vocational school. This is
where Tali taught during her university semester abroad. Princess and her daughter will receive
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care and support, including education and daycare. They are on the path to healing, and selfsufficiency.
————
We humbly request your continued assistance to insure that this happens. For everyone who has
been supportive this summer, and all along, thank you. We are more than grateful and the girls
at TAGS are beyond that. In a world that is so often upside down, it is no small matter to be
able to set at least some of it right. Giving girls such as Princess, the others whom we profiled in
our earlier letters and those we did not, the chance to recover from horror and lead a decent life is
as noble a form of giving as there is.
Mindy turns sixty(!) next month and she has asked that anyone who wants to send her birthday
wishes make a $60 contribution to TAGS instead. (All multiples and fractions gratefully
accepted!) Better yet, set up a monthly recurring donation through the link at One World
Children's Fund. Once again, even a few dollars go a very long way in Africa. (And more dollars
go even further!)
Thank you one and all for all of your support, be it moral, emotional or financial. Every drop is
deeply appreciated. But thank you especially if you can click here today. We invite you to join us
and experience the fulfillment that comes from “Saving the World—One Life at a Time.”
With gratitude and blessing,
Richard and Mindy Agler
Directors, The Tali Fund, Inc.
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